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Introduction 

A flipped classroom is a pedagogical approach in which students perform activities in class 

and practice them at home that allows them to spend more time in class on problem-solving 

and individualized instruction (Lage, Platt, & Treglia, 2000). Students access materials or 

lesson contents online through a learning platform or a learning management system. Most 

previous studies show a positive attitude towards flipped classrooms in learning a foreign 

language.٪This٪study٪is٪about٪EFL٪students’٪perception٪of٪flipped classroom in grammar 

lessons٪in٪the٪Saudi٪EFL٪context.٪The٪aim٪of٪the٪study٪is٪to٪investigate٪students’٪perspective٪
of flipped classroom regarding their believes and practices in terms of understanding the 

grammatical٪rule٪and٪promoting٪learner’s٪autonomy. 

 

Research question 

What٪are٪the٪secondary٪EFL٪students’٪perceptions٪of٪flipped٪classroom٪in٪grammar٪lessons? 

 

Literature Review 

Definition of a flipped classroom 

Flipping the language classroom is a kind of technology-enhanced and mobile-assisted 

language learning (Webb & Doman, 2016). Generally, a flipped classroom is defined as an 

education strategy which consists of two parts; interactive  activity in classroom done by 

groups and computer based individual instruction outside the classroom. (Bishop & 

Verleger, 2013). It was Baker (2000) who moved lectures from classrooms to home and 

activities to classrooms and name this shift as a class flip, since he provided students with 

lecture notes on a web page. The aim was to focus on understanding and application and 

give students the opportunity to be responsible of their learning. In the same direction, Lage, 

Platt,٪and٪Treglia٪)2000(٪used٪a٪similar٪strategy٪under٪the٪name٪of٪“inverted٪classroom”٪
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stating, “Inverting٪the٪classroom٪means٪that٪events٪that٪have٪traditionally٪taken٪place٪inside٪
the٪classroom٪now٪take٪place٪outside٪the٪classroom٪and٪vice٪versa”٪)p.32(.٪ 

 

Theoretically, a flipped classroom allows students to have access to the learning materials 

according to their own pace which makes the learning flexible in terms of time and place as 

students can choose according to their individual needs and proficiency (Moffett, 2015). 

 

Flipped classroom and language learning 

Literature shows that flipping the classroom enables student to understand the content more 

)Homma,٪2015(.٪By٪repeating٪the٪videos,٪students’٪understanding٪of٪the٪lesson٪is٪supported٪
(Al-Harbi & Alshumaimeri, 2016). Moreover, a flipped classroom has a positive impact on 

learner autonomy (Han, 2015). Han (2015) found that high level students from different 

backgrounds had practiced different ways of autonomous learning with selected materials 

and tasks through a flipped classroom of English language. These practices successfully 

developed٪students’٪autonomy,٪which٪changed٪their٪attitudes٪toward٪learning٪and٪improved٪
their communicative competence. 

In a flipped classroom, it is easier to provide students with opportunity to practice what they 

have learned in-class (Butt 2014). This means that class time is invested in a higher level of 

Blooms’٪taxonomy٪and٪the٪teacher٪stays٪with٪students during this stage (Gilboy et al., 2015) 

In addition, a flipped classroom overcomes the lack of time that EFL teachers often face 

since learning is done outside the classroom. (Webb & Doman, 2016).  

 

Students have different perceptions of a flipped classroom strategy. Some studies show a 

positive attitude toward a flipped classroom (Pudin, 2017; Al-Ghamdi & Al-Bargi, 2017). 

Studies also indicate that some students prefer in-class instructions instead of having the 

lesson online because they need to ask questions when they first receive the information 

(Mazur, Brown & Jacobsen, 2015). 

Flipped classroom in the Saudi EFL context 

In the Saudi context, technology-based teaching methods are preferred by students since the 

use٪of٪technology٪in٪learning٪English٪has٪a٪positive٪effect٪on٪learners’٪learning٪outcomes٪
(Alshumaimeri, 2008). A flipped classroom is used in higher education in different fields 
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and٪studies٪show٪positive٪findings٪regarding٪students’٪performances٪)٪AlRowais, 2014). Al -

Ghamdi and Al-Bargi (2017) implemented a flipped classroom approach in teaching 

speaking٪skills٪to٪preparatory٪year٪students.٪The٪participants’٪perceptions were evaluated 

and the results showed their positive attitude toward the flipped classroom experience. 

Similarly, Al-Hamlan and Baniabdelrahman (2015) studied the language learning needs of 

male and female second grade students in the secondary schools. The study investigated 

students’٪academic٪needs,٪the٪difficulties٪that٪students٪faced٪in٪learning٪English٪language,٪
the learning styles they preferred and their suggestions for better EFL learning. The study 

revealed that students needed to integrate technology in the curriculum, and despite the fact 

that they learned a lot of grammar they found applying it correctly was a difficult task. This 

makes a flipped classroom a potentially successful approach in EFL classrooms. Yet, there 

are limited studies on EFL flipped classrooms in public secondary schools. Therefore, this 

study٪ will٪ focus٪ on٪ learning٪ grammar٪ through٪ a٪ flipped٪ classroom٪ from٪ students’٪
perspectives.  

٪
Methodology 

This study has adopted a quantitative method involving a survey questionnaire for 

data collection and analysis. 

 

Participants 

The participants of this study were thirty-six female students in the third grade of a public 

secondary school in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The participants aged between 16 to 18 years. 

60.6% of the participants were 17 years old. 

 

Research Method 

The research instrument for this study is a survey questionnaire. Questionnaires are used to 

ask attitudinal questions to find out what participants think of something including opinions, 

beliefs, interests, and values. (Dornyei, 2003). The questionnaire was constructed from the 

literature٪ reviewed٪ and٪ the٪ researcher’s٪ experience٪ (see appendix 1). It consists of 13 

statements. The participants were required to answer each item on a five-point Likert scale 

(1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = not sure, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree). The two 

scales٪were٪students’٪beliefs٪of٪flipped٪classrooms٪)Items٪1,5,7٪and٪10(,٪students’٪practices٪
in terms of understanding the grammatical rule (Items 2,3,6 and 12), and practices related 
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to٪ the٪learners’٪autonomy٪)Items٪4,8,9,11٪and٪13(.٪The questionnaire was translated into 

Arabic٪ by٪ the٪ researcher٪ to٪ ensure٪ the٪ participants’٪ comprehension٪ of٪ the٪ items٪ )see٪
appendix 2). 

The questionnaire survey was piloted with three participants prior to the main study to avoid 

ambiguity.٪ 

Procedure 

The teacher implemented the flipped classroom approach by choosing videos to explain a 

grammar lesson from the textbook. She uploaded those videos on a learning platform prior 

to the teaching session, allowing students enough time to watch it and learn the grammatical 

rules. In class, students used the knowledge they had gained through collaborative and 

competitive activities related to the grammar rules and asked for clarification, if needed. The 

teacher used a flipped classroom approach for grammar lessons for three months while 

teaching one lesson every two weeks. The researcher distributed the questionnaire to the 

students electronically at the end of the third month. 

 

Analysis of method 

The data of the questionnaire were automatically exported to a MS® Excel file and later 

exported to SPSS®, a statistical analysis software. The descriptive statistics of frequency 

was٪selected٪to٪ascertain٪the٪levels٪of٪students’٪perceptions٪on٪the٪Likert٪Scale. 
Ethics 

Participants were informed to make a decision about whether to take part in the study or not. 

Participation was voluntary and the collected data were treated confidentially to protect the 

respondents’٪identities. 

Results 

 Students’ beliefs about flipped classrooms. 

The٪four٪items٪included٪in٪Table٪1٪are٪related٪to٪the٪students’٪beliefs٪of٪a٪flipped٪classroom.٪
The items are 1, 5, 7, and 10 on the questionnaire. The overall mean score is (3,71), which 

indicates that the respondents prefer a flipped classroom rather than a traditional classroom 

for learning grammar. 
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Table 1 

 

Statement٪number٪4٪has٪scored٪the٪highest٪mean٪which٪is٪“I٪like٪a٪grammar٪lesson٪when٪
the٪ teacher٪ explains٪ it”.٪ There٪ were٪ )13(٪ )36.1%(٪ students٪ who٪ responded٪ “strongly 

disagree”٪to٪this٪statement,٪and٪)36.1%(٪students٪who٪responded٪“disagree”. 

Students’ practices that indicates understanding of grammar when using flipped classrooms 

With regards to the practices of students that present an understanding of the grammatical 

rule when using a flipped classroom approach, the data of (4) items are shown in table 3. 

The items are item 2, 3, 6, and 12 in the questionnaire. The general mean is (3.72), which 

suggests that students comprehend the grammar rules when a flipped classroom approach is 

used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N Item Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Not sure agree Strongly 
agree 

Mean SD 

  F % F % F % F % F % 

1 I prefer to learn 
grammar through a 
flipped classroom 

4 11.1 6 16.7 8 22.2 6 16.7 12 33.3 3.44 1.40 

2 I prefer in-class 
instruction when it 
comes to grammar. 

1
1 

30.6 12 33.3 1
0 

27.8 2 5.6 1 2.8 3.83 1.02 

3 I enjoy watching a 
grammar lesson 

online 

3 8.3 6 16.7 8 22.2 4 11.1 15 41.7 3.61 1.40 

4 I like a grammar 
lesson when the 
teacher explains it 

1
3 

36.1 13 36.1 7 19.4 2 5.6 1 2.8 3.97 1.02 

Overall 
mean 

           3.71 1.21 
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Table 2 

- 

Items that their means represent (strongly agree) 

As shown in Table 2, a high portion of the participants (17) (47.2%) report that they 

participate confidently in class after watching a lesson online, whereas (3) (8.3%) selected 

the answer (strongly disagree) to this statement. 

Students’٪practices٪that٪indicates٪learner٪autonomy٪practices٪ 

Items from 1 to 5 as shown in table 3, which are 4, 8, 9, 11 and 13 in the questionnaire, 

intend to investigate the extent to which the students are autonomous while using a flipped 

classroom strategy. The overall mean is (4.01), which suggests that the EFL students are 

autonomous learners in a flipped classroom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N Item Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Not sure agree Strongly 
agree 

Mean SD 

  F % F % F % F % F % 

1 I apply a grammar 
rule correctly with 
flipped classroom. 

4 11.1 2 5.6 8 22.2 8 22.2 14 38.9 3.72 1.34 

2 I participate 
confidently in 
class after 
watching the 

lesson online. 

3 8.3 2 5.6 3 8.3 1
1 

30.6 17 47.2 4.03 1.25 

3 I understand a 
grammar rule 
better when I have 

a lesson online. 

3 8.3 6 16.7 1
1 

30.6 2 5.6 14 38.9 3.50 1.38 

4 I use class time to 
do exercises when 
I have a lesson 

online. 

5 13.9 5 13.9 2 5.6 1
0 

27.8 14 38.9 3.64 1.47 

Overall 
mean 

           3.72 1.36 
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Table 3 

 

-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Items that their means represent (strongly agree) 

There were (20) (55.6%) students who have responded٪“strongly٪agree”٪to٪the٪statement٪“I٪
repeat٪a٪video٪as٪much٪as٪I٪need٪until٪I٪understand٪it”,٪seventeen٪)47.2%(٪students٪have٪
indicated that they are responsible for their own learning in a flipped classroom.  

 

Discussion. 

With respect to the students’٪ preferences٪of٪having٪a٪ grammar٪ lesson٪ through٪a٪ flipped٪
classroom or by a traditional way of teaching, the results of this study showed that female 

EFL students at public secondary schools preferred a flipped classroom over a traditional 

pedagogical approach.٪This٪result٪supports٪the٪findings٪of٪Pudin’s٪)2017(٪Al-Ghamdi and 

Al -Bargi’s٪)2017(٪studies.٪This٪preference٪might٪be٪because٪the٪Saudi٪students٪like٪to٪use٪
technology in learning English as indicated by Alshummaimeri (2008).  

N Item Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Not sure agree Strongly 
agree 

Mean SD 

  F % F % F % F % F % 

1 I play a video more 
than once to 

understand it. 

1 2.8 1 2.8 4 11.1 1
4 

38.9 16 44.4 4.19 0.95 

2 I learn at my own 
pace in a flipped 

classroom. 

2 5.6 2 5.6 8 22.2 1
2 

33.3 12 33.3 3.83 1.13 

3 In a flipped 
classroom, I am 
responsible for my 

own learning. 

3 8.3 1 2.8 3 8.3 1
2 

33.3 17 47.2 4.08 1.2 

4 I repeat a video as 
much as I need 
until I understand 

it. 

1 2.8 0 0 3 8.3 1
2 

33.3 20 55.6 4.39 0.87 

5 I use self-learning 
strategies to 
comprehend the 

content. 

4 11.1 2 5.6 1
0 

27.8 1
0 

27.8 10 27.8 3.56 1.27 

Overall 

mean 

           4.01 1.08 
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The findings of the current study revealed that students are autonomous when a 

flipped classroom is adopted. Since a flipped classroom allows them to learn at their own 

pace, repeat videos until they understand the content and take responsibility for their own 

learning.  Thus, a flipped classroom could be a solution to the problem reported by Asiri 

and Shukri (2018) that teachers believe that Saudi students lack autonomy and they have 

poor responsibility which affects the implementation of learner autonomy in EFL 

classrooms.  

Results٪of٪the٪statements٪related٪to٪the٪students’٪practices٪indicate٪their٪understanding٪
of grammar in a flipped classroom. Table 2 shows that a significant number of female EFL 

students participate confidently in a class after watching a lesson online that might be 

because they have the chance to play the video of the content as much as needed. The table 

also illustrates that 83% of the participants play the video more than once in order to 

understand it better. Requiring to repeat the information in a traditional class is not an option 

to all the students due to their shyness or low self-esteem.  Relatively, 66% of the students 

reported that flipping the classroom allowed them to use the class time to complete 

exercises. The result is in line with a research study conducted by Butt (2014) at Australian 

National٪ University,٪ Australia.٪ The٪ researcher٪ investigated٪ students’٪ perceptions٪ of٪
changing the use of class time after being involved in a flipped classroom. The study reveals 

that the structure of flipped classroom gives learners the chance to practice the teaching and 

learning point in-class. Also, it could be said that flipped classroom solves the obstacles that 

Saudi EFL students face when they apply the already learned grammar rules (Al-Hamlan & 

Baniabdelrahman, 2015). The student responses to the statements related to their 

autonomous practices during the flipped classroom experience show that the majority of 

them agreed that a flipped classroom gives them the sense of being responsible for their own 

learning.٪The٪results٪are٪in٪agreement٪with٪the٪findings٪of٪Han’s٪)2015(٪study٪who٪found٪
that a flipped classroom raised learner autonomy and improved the linguistic proficiency. 

Almost 66% of the students reported that flipping grammar lessons give them the 

opportunity to learn at their own pace when it comes to time and duration.  However, 36.6% 

of the participants showed a negative attitude toward the use of self-learning strategies to 

comprehend the content. One possible explanation of that could be that students lack 

learning training as revealed in Alrabai's (2017) study. 

Finally,٪ it٪should٪be٪noted٪that٪the٪results٪related٪to٪ the٪students’٪perceptions٪of٪a٪
flipped classroom in grammar lesson do not reflect their success in grammar or improvement 

in their performance or learning outcomes. 
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Pedagogical Implications of the Study 

Based on the findings, the present study demonstrates the preferences of secondary 

EFL students in relation to a flipped grammar classroom and a traditional class of grammar. 

In addition, the study shows that how a flipping grammar lesson helps students in their 

learning practices in terms of applying the knowledge as autonomous learners. As the 

students’٪preferences٪are٪evidently٪stated,٪EFL٪teachers٪in٪Saudi٪schools٪should٪consider 

adopting a flipped classroom approach in their lessons of grammar points as well as in 

teaching speaking and writing skills.  

Nevertheless,٪ teachers٪ should٪consider٪students’٪ tech٪competence٪and٪ their٪age٪ in٪
choosing the learning materials. Moreover, teachers are advised to give enough time to the 

students to reach the learning materials. Finally, professional devolvement programs on 

flipped classrooms would increase the potential success of flipped classroom practices.   

 

Limitations of the Study  

This study has certain limitations. First, it is limited to Saudi female EFL participants 

and٪male٪ students’٪view٪are٪not٪ included.٪Secondly,٪ it٪ has٪ relied٪only٪on٪a٪quantitative٪
method and thus the findings may not give a comprehensive overview of the research 

phenomenon. Thirdly, the number of the participant was limited to 27 students and thus the 

results might not be easily generalized to other contexts.   

 

Conclusion  

This٪study٪was٪an٪attempt٪to٪investigate٪the٪EFL٪students’٪perceptions٪of٪a٪flipped٪
classroom approach to help teachers integrate technology in EFL classrooms for a better 

language learning experience. Therefore, this study was conducted in a female EFL 

secondary٪school٪in٪Riyadh.٪It٪has٪shed٪light٪on٪the٪EFL٪students’٪preferences٪of٪a٪flipped٪
grammar lesson over traditional classes.  

Adopting a flipped classroom in the Saudi EFL classroom could be a solution of some 

of the obstacles that language learners face, such as applying correct grammatical structures 

and being hesitant while participating٪in٪classroom٪activities.٪It٪also٪meets٪students’٪needs٪
of incorporating technology in the learning process and helps them to be autonomous 

learners.٪In٪addition,٪a٪flipped٪classroom٪could٪be٪a٪solution٪to٪EFL٪teachers’٪problem٪who٪
complain about the shortage of class duration.  
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Further٪research٪could٪investigate٪the٪EFL٪students’٪perceptions٪of٪different٪samples,٪
such٪ as٪ male٪ participants٪ and٪ different٪ students’٪ levels.٪ Moreover,٪ it٪ is٪ important٪ to٪
investigate٪teachers’٪perceptions٪of٪the٪use٪of٪a٪flipped classroom and the challenges they 

face. Finally, further studies on the impact of a flipped classroom on the learning outcomes  
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Appenix 1  
 

EFL٪Students’٪perception٪of٪flipped٪classroom٪in٪grammar٪lessons. 

Dear student,  

This questionnaire is part of a study about your perception of flipped classroom in 

grammar lessons. Participation is voluntary and highly appreciated. There are no right or 

wrong answers here.  

Thank you. 

Note: 

Flipped classroom means flip the learning process between class and home by using 

technology to view the content and invest class time to do activities.  

# Statement Strongly 

disagree 

disagree Unsure agree Strongly 

agree 

1. I prefer to learn grammar through a flipped 

classroom 

     

2. I apply a grammar rule correctly with flipped 

classroom. 

     

3. I participate confidently in class after watching the 
lesson online. 

     

4. I play the video more than once to understand it      

5. I prefer in-class instruction when it comes to 

grammar.   

     

6. I understand a grammar rule better when I have a 
lesson online. 

     

7. I enjoy watching a grammar lesson online      

8. I learn at my own pace in flipped classroom      

9. In a flipped classroom, I am responsible for my 
own learning. 

     

10. I like grammar lesson when the teacher explain it      

11. I repeat a video as much as I need until I 
understand it. 

     

12. I use class time to do exercises when I have a 
lesson online. 

     

13. I use self-learning strategies to comprehend the 

content  
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Section 1: Flipped classroom 

Please give your opinion about the statements below by ticking ONE answer for each. 

 

Section 2: Personal information 

Your grade is 

 grade secondary st1  2nd grade secondary  3rd grade secondary 

 

Your age is  

 16  17  18 

 

Thank you for participating   
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Appenix 2  
اعداستخدا ال  صف الم في تع ال

 ، لب  عزيزتي الط

غ  اعد في ال س ال ع عن تطبيق الصف الم في در ن المرفق جزء من دراس لمعرف انطب ااستبي
ا عي   ن تط ركت في ااستبي . مش يزي ب صحيح اانج طئ كل ااج ب صحيح أ خ جد اج   .ات

دير ت   شكر 

 /ماحظ

صد  ني ي ئل الت س ظيف  ذل من خال ت المنزل  يمي بين الصف الدراسي  ي التع لصف الم ق العم ب
ق الحص الدراسي في حل اأنشط استغال  ى   .الحديث لعرض المحت

ل: الصف الم س اأ  ال

لي را الت عب ت ل اف ء تحديد درج م  :الرج

ا٪٪ل٪

فق٪

٪ب

٪٪فقا غي

ك ٪م

فق٪٪فق

٪ب

ل٪ .1 ف٪ ل يق٪ ٪عن٪ ع ل م٪ ل٪ت ٪٪٪٪٪٪ف

٪عن٪٪ .2 ح ٪ش ف ٪ي م ل٪ع ف ل٪ ٪ب ي ل ٪ ع ل ق٪

نت ان ٪يق٪

٪٪٪٪٪

يق٪٪ .3 ٪عن٪ ل ٪ ه ٪م ٪ب ك ٪ل ك ٪ ٪ب ش

نت ٪ان

٪٪٪٪٪

ن٪م٪ .4 ت ٪ ٪من٪م ك ٪ ي ي ل غيل٪ ٪ت معي ل ٪٪٪٪٪٪ن٪
ع٪ .5 ل ٪ ق٪ب ٪ي ل٪في ل ٪في٪ ل ل٪ ٪٪٪٪٪٪ف

٪عن٪٪ .6 ل ٪ ل٪ع ح ٪ م ل٪ع ف ل٪ ٪ب ع ل م٪ ف

نت ان ٪يق٪

٪٪٪٪٪

نت٪ .7 ان يق٪ ٪عن٪ ع ل ٪ ٪ ه ع٪ب ٪٪٪٪٪٪س

8. ٪٪ م ٪(٪ع ل قت٪ ل ٪)في٪ ص ل تي٪ تي ب٪ م٪ح ت

ف٪م ل ٪ ٪ي

٪٪٪٪٪

ي٪ .9 ٪عن٪ت ل ني٪م ٪ب ش ٪ ل ف٪ ل ٪٪٪٪٪٪في٪

ل٪ .10 ل ٪في٪ ل ٪ ح ٪ت م ٪ع ع ل ٪ ٪٪٪٪٪٪حب٪
م٪٪ .11 ن٪من٪ف ت ٪ جي٪ح ي ح ب٪ ٪ح ي ي ل غيل٪ ٪ت عي

ع ٪ل

٪٪٪٪٪

12. ٪٪ ل ٪ ن ل٪ ٪ل سي ل ٪ ل قت٪ ٪ س

نت ان يق٪ ٪عن٪ ل ٪ ل ٪ب

٪٪٪٪٪

ع٪ .13 ل م٪ ن٪من٪ف ت تي٪ ل م٪ ل ٪ ي تي س ٪ ٪٪٪٪٪٪س
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ن لث٪ث ن  ل ني٪ث ن  ل   ٪ث

 

 العمر 

۸  ٧    

 

 

رك مش  شكرا ل

 

 


